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Fill in the blanks with the correct form of the verbs given below.
1. Carlos __ with his wife.  I __ with my parents.
(live)
2. My aunt __ soap operas.  My uncle and his son
__ the news. (watch)
3.
Nelson __ dogs.  I __ cats and birds. (love)

4. I __ poems. He __ short stories. (write)
5.
I __ my parents every weekend, but my sister __

them every two months. (visit)

Fill in the blanks to the following statements with the verbs

provided in parenthesis below.

6. I __ in Santa Ana. (live, negative)
You __ hard enough. (work, negative)
7. We __ a little workshop in my house.
(have, affirmative)

8. __ you __ a job? (have, interrogative)
9. They __ hamburgers on weekends.
(eat, negative)
10. Peter __ English very well. (speak, affirmative)

Write  corresponding questions to the following answers.
11. My favorite food is pupusas.

12. I prefer to go to the beach.

13. I want to go to the movies tonight.

14. She has the keys in her purse.

15. They like to work on their projects in the evening
.
Unscramble the following words to form questions.



16. do/  Who/  with/  do/  homework/  you/  your?

17. school/  you/  time/  do/  arrive  to/  What?

18. you/  do/  go/  work/  How/  to?

19. earlier/  did/  you/  Why/  today/  leave?
20. cheerleaders/  plan/  When/  the/  parade/  to practice/  do?

Complete the questions with the corresponding
question word.
21. __ does he plan to go to Guatemala? By bus.
22. __ is he coming back from San Miguel? Tomorrow.
23. __ is the principal coming back to school?  At 2:00 p.m.
24. __ does Betty prefer to dance with? With Freddy, of course!
25. __ ‘s that on top of the fence? It’s a big rat!

Complete the sentences with the correct form of the verb “be”.
26. __ you home yesterday?
27. I __  at work this morning?
28. __ you born in San Salvador?
29. Pedro __ born in his house. He __ not born in
a hospital.
30. The party __ boring.

Fill in the blanks to the following conversation with a
correct form of the verb “be”.
A: I _(31)_---------------- looking for you last night. Where _(32)_------------------------- you?
B: I _(33)_---------------------- in a meeting where the teachers _(34)_---------------------------
giving information about the closing ceremony
of the program.
A: Where _(35)_------------------------ the meeting? I looked all over the
school and I couldn’t find you.
B: The meeting _(36)_--------------------- in the English lab. You didn’t
go there.
A: I didn’t imagine the meeting _(37)---------------------------there. It’s a
very small place.
B: Sorry about that, but the room _(38)_-------------------------- big enough
for the group.

Write questions for the following answers. Use the Wh- given below.
39. My classmates and I were at the theater practicing
the play. (where)

40.Lucy was born in San Miguel. (where)

41. Carlos was born on June 15th, 1965. (when)



42. My mother was feeling very bad last night. (how)

43. The tutors were worried because the students were
missing too many classes. (why)

Answer the following  questions with your own information.

44. Do you like bland food?

45. Do you prefer healthy or greasy food?

46. How do you like salty food?

47. Do most Salvadorans like spicy food?

48. How does greasy food affect your health?

Look at the pictures and describe what these people do on
the weekend. Follow the examples below.
Example: What do the kids do? They go

swimming on the weekend.
49. What do the tourists do?
50. What do the children do?
51. What does Karen do?
52. What does the man do?
53. What do the university students do?

Complete the text in the postcard with the past tense of
the verbs.
Dear Carlos,
This is just incredible! It’s fantastic! Why aren’t you
with me? I
_(54. arrive)_-------------------------------in Israel ten days ago and
my friend and I
_(55. have)_---------------------------a great time visiting the
religious sites last week. As soon as we _(56. check)---------------------_ in
the hotel, we _(57. go)-------------------------_ to the Old City. We
_(58. stay)_------------------------ in the Muslim Quarter and _(59. visit)--------------------------_
the Dome of the Rock. We _(60. learn)_--------------------------- a lot
about Israel’s history and we also _(61. buy)_ --------------------many
souvenirs and _(62. taste)_------------------------ the falafel.
Last week we _(63. go)_---------------------------- to the Dead Sea and the
Galilee Lake. There we _(64. have)--------------------------------------_ delicious fish
called Saint Peter’s Fish.



Complete the following conversation by filling in the blanks
with the past tense of the verbs.
A: What’s up, Mario?
B: Hey, Luis. How _(65. be)_----------------------- your vacation?
A: You don’t know? I _(66. cancel)_------------------------.  I _(67. get)_------------------------- very
sick and _(68. have)_----------------------------- to stay home. What about you?
B: Who? Me? I _(69. go)_---------------------------- to Spain. I _(70. have)_------------------------- a
great time. We _(71. travel)-----------------------------------_ by train every day. I
_(72. take)_---------------------------- a lot of pictures. Do you want to take a
look at them?
A: Yeah! Of course.


